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SEXUAL AROUSAL
IN MUDDY FIELDS IN
SOUTH  GODSTONE

sunshine, even this acquired a
certain charm. And what she
really did have, what really
energised the front runners’
enthusiasm, were some cracking
good checks, ingenious, varied,
well concealed: first class. The
unfortunate Atalanta was again
punished for relying on FRB;
but all she said, truthfully, was
that he had checked such and
such a path adequately. And so
he had; but without noticing a
variant on the left, barely
distinguishable from ordinary
field. One to Spingo!
We also had farm animals. In
profusion. Bonn Bugle had a
down-down for admiring  lambs;
in fact the excitement of
Raucous over some horses was
expressed with even greater
girlish glee, but she was too far
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And now a remark about hares
in general. The idea is that they
should be at the run prior to
theirs to collect (and wash) the
mugs; but it isn’t happening. It
didn’t happen today; where
were Do You and Herr Flick?
(There was a runner -  Mrs
Robinson? -  with “It’s hard to
be humble when you’re from
Barnes” on her chest; anyone
care to comment?) And while I
think of it, next week’s run,
which is in Kent, at the home of
Charles Darwin, is really
remote; allow much more time
than usual, to be there for the
silence. Back to the mugs; if
you as the next hare genuinely
can’t be there, at least arrange

ahead of the Invisible Man at
that stage for him to hear. He
did award her a down-down for
her beautiful well-rounded rear,
which, as you may suppose,
gave Ardon a hard-on; but then
anything serves for that
purpose. (Raucous, do I hear
you enquire? Her hash handle
elsewhere - I wonder why - but
Rachel to you). She showed
spirit and originality by
engaging the Invisible Man in a
lemonade chucking duel; so
long as it isn’t beer, we need
more such pretty girls in the
circle.
In an obscure equation, FRB
got a down-down because his
sexual prowess was proved by
his capacity for cornering.
Anyone able to explain this is
encouraged to contribute.

with someone else to collect
them (for you to wash...); at
present public-spirited people,
who include the GM, are
stepping into the breach.

This write-up is so far a little
short  of details on the actual
trail: a left-hander, as we could
guess from the very start; if that
path next to the railway was not
the out trail, then it was
certainly the in trail. There were
few or no runners from GH3,
which meant that even such
elderly FRBs as FRB could
solve a check or two, using
simple rules like “If Eric’s gone
that way, then the solution is
assuredly somewhere else”, or

“If there’s a grumpy  farmer
scowling at us, then that’s the
right way”. Towards the end
some anonymous person - from
the Knitting Circle? Surely not?
- had kicked through the check
circle in entirely the wrong
direction, an excellent way to
confuse those of us with little
brain. At all events the Knitting
Circle were arriving at the
bucket just as the front runners
caught them; suspicious or
what? And let us not forget
Bumble; I cannot remember why
he was punished, but it should
have been for his soulful remark
“I shall never again be able to
do a whole trail....”
ON ON FRB

OK, let’s hear it for our heroine:
S with a P, P with an I, I with an
N, N with a G, G with an O, They
called her right good Spingo....
Well, as you say, the original
was “stingo” - strong malt
liquor - but both are what the
hash needs. (As for malts, see
TO’s ad overleaf!)
A hare is entitled to praise for
luck. Yesterday it teemed down
for 12 hours, today there was a
violent shower at 10.15; but
Spingo’s trail had sunshine. She
did include rather a lot of black;
but, given the previous rain, the
pack were glad of intervals of
terra firma after slithering and
sliding in the mud. Spingo’s
idea of scenery seems to be the
plain and featureless fields
beneath the North Downs; but
with autumn leaves and autumn
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Receding Hareline:
Run 1439

Date 10-Nov-02

Hares Herr Flick/Do You

Venue Car park near Downe

On On The George & Dragon

SSA
OS

Old: 77F1 plus.......
(187) 440624 (I think!)

HARES NEEDED FROM 29th DECEMBER

1440 17-Nov Sally Plaice (Kelinchi) Elstead?

1441 24-Nov Bonn Bugle / VACANT? TBA

1442 1-Dec Xmas Hangover & Lionel
Tye Memorial Whisky
Sampling: Dr. Death &
Low-Profile.

TBA

1443

1444
1445

8-Dec

15-Dec
22-Dec

Gilbert

T-Total
Gilbert

Cranleigh/
Shere?
Steep

Guildford Hash House Harriers Xmas Do
Sat 14t h December,  West Horsley Village Hall Only £7.50

SURREY H3 CHRISTMAS PARTY
SATURDAY 30TH NOVEMBER

Ramada Hotel East Horsely, Cost £33. Accommodation
B & B : Sharing £29.95 Single £35

Low Profile Tel 01730 814289
bruggen@ukonline.co.uk

Wanted: “stub ends” of whisky
(you know that 3” of golden amber left in a the bottom
of a bottle) to add to the Lionel Tye memorial
collection - only single malts need apply! Bring to the
Christmas party for inclusion in the “Tasting” at the
hangover run.

ONLY IN AUSTRALIA: completed

7) Only in Australia ... do we use answering machines to
screen  calls and then have call waiting so we won't miss
a call from  someone we didn't want to talk to in the first
place.
8) Only in Australia ... do we use the word "politics" to
describe  the process of Government. "Poli" (poly) in
Greek meaning "many" and "tics" meaning blood sucking
creatures".
9) Only in Australia ... do we live by the saying "you're
never too  pissed if you can still find the floor".

Stand proud Australia....!!!

SISTER ANNA WELCOMES ORHANAGE DONATIONS

Directions:
Take M25 to Jnc 6 . South to A22 to first roundabout.  Left to A25
through Westerham.  Take main turning on left s/p Biggin Hill A233.
At roundabout take 2nd exit again s/p Biggin Hill.  After c. 3 1/2
miles through Biggin Hill village turn right, just after Jet Station, into
Jail Lane s/p Downe.  Follow road to Downe (2.8 miles ).  Turn right
in Downe.   George & Dragon is on  right; take  first left after the
church.  Car Park is 0.8 ml on RHS.  Allow c. 30 mins from M25.


